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Executive
Summary

S

ince 2007, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has significantly
enhanced its approach to the issues of fraud, corruption,
collusion, and coercion. ADB Management has emphasized
accountability and integrity in its operations, and continues to reaffirm
ADB’s “zero tolerance” approach to fraud and corruption in a myriad of ways,
notably by requiring all ADB staff to undergo training on integrity awareness.
As a result, ADB has raised, and continues to raise, the bar with respect to
staff awareness of, and resistance to, the corrupt and fraudulent practices that
undermine ADB’s developmental objectives and its fight against poverty.
In 2011, ADB took a further step forward in increasing the independence of
its debarments and revised the membership of its Integrity Oversight Committee
(IOC) that decides whether a violation of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy has occurred and
whether debarments should be imposed. ADB’s IOC now includes a qualified external
member. This move is expected to provide stakeholders with added assurance that
debarment decisions are made independently of the Office of Anticorruption and Integrity
(OAI), and without any undue influence from those who may be conflicted in their interests.
OAI’s investigative activities in 2011 resulted in the IOC debarring 34 individuals
and 31 firms from participating in ADB-financed, administered, or supported activities. In
accordance with the Agreement for Mutual Enforcement of Debarment Decisions signed
by ADB and participating multilateral development banks (MDBs), ADB also cross debarred
37 firms and 12 individuals in 2011, and presented 7 firms and 6 individuals for cross
debarment by participating MDBs.
In 2011, the number of subscribers to ADB’s password-secured debarment database
increased. As of 31 December 2011, more than 45 developing member country (DMC)
agencies and 13 development institutions have been given access to the database. Access
increases these agencies’ abilities to conduct due diligence before contracts on ADB projects
are awarded and to prevent contracts from inadvertently being awarded to debarred entities.
Aside from its mainstay work of conducting investigations into allegations of integrity
violations, in 2011, OAI devoted significant resources to preventing integrity violations.
Specifically, OAI cooperated with ADB colleagues—notably, BPMSD, CTL, OIST,1 resident
missions and offices, and operations departments—to strengthen staff ability to undertake
heightened integrity due diligence to minimize the risk of integrity violations in ADB
operations and projects. Through collaboration with other MDBs, OAI is seeing the impacts
of its efforts maximized.

1

vi

The Budget, Personnel, and Management Systems Department (BPMSD) provides advice and services in budget,
staff position management, human resources, staff development, benefits, and compensation. The Controller’s
Department (CTL) maintains accounting policy and systems; prepares financial reports; and authorizes loan,
technical assistance, grants, disbursements, and other payments, while the Office of Information Systems and
Technology (OIST) manages ADB’s automated information systems and telecommunications services.

In 2011, OAI continued conducting mandatory briefings—“Say No to Corruption”—to
empower every individual involved in ADB’s activities with the awareness and tools to identify,
prevent, and mitigate corruption. By the close of 2011, 97% of all ADB staff had attended
said briefings.
To provide meaningful case studies for these and other capacity-building activities, OAI
analyzed the results of project procurement–related reviews (PPRRs) it conducted from 2003 to
2010 and presented its summary findings to ADB’s operations departments, along with tools
to prevent fraud and corruption in ADB-funded projects. Events were held in the Philippines
and other ADB DMCs for government and project officials on identifying, preventing,
and mitigating fraud and corruption on ADB-financed projects. In all, OAI conducted
53 awareness-prevention sessions for staff at all levels in 2011, and 6 sessions for staff of
executing agencies and government agencies.
In 2011, OAI received more complaints (225) than in any other year. In addition, at the
beginning of 2011, OAI had 95 open complaints from the previous years. OAI has made
significant inroads into clearing the backlog of older cases and generally meeting its efficiency
targets. Ninety-four complaints were converted into investigations in 2011; 117 were closed
while 109 remain open for further inquiry in 2012.
In conducting investigations, OAI seeks to support ADB activities by identifying mitigating
measures that could be incorporated in operational and procedural processes to prevent
recurring instances of integrity violations. These efforts are proactively aided by five new
PPRRs in 2011 and four PPRR reports released from reviews conducted in 2010.
Further, OAI continued to emphasize due diligence as being integral to ADB’s activities.
OAI initiated and received approval from ADB Management to include due diligence
support within its mandate from 2012. While user departments and units processing any
given procurement or transaction are responsible for exercising due diligence, OAI is now
mandated to provide technical support and advice. Before the year ended, OAI, with support
from colleagues in the Department of External Relations and the Regional and Sustainable
Development Department, launched “iAct,” a weeklong campaign2 that called on all ADB staff
to do their share in preventing fraud and corruption in every aspect of their work.

Session on How to Prevent Fraud and Corruption in Project Implementation during the International
Anticorruption Day celebrations

2

In celebration of International Anticorruption Day.
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In sum, OAI has emerged from the shadows of a low-profile support department to work,
alongside and in partnership, with ADB’s operations departments to maximize the development
impacts of ADB projects. OAI’s achievements, while measured in prohibitive debarments
and operational activities, are ultimately realized at the macro level in the delivery of desired
results and streamlined services that benefit the poor of Asia and the Pacific. However, despite
the efforts previously outlined, the fight against corruption and fraud continues to pose new
challenges. It is the nature of fraudsters to deceive, and OAI has noted that ADB’s increased
successes in identifying and addressing integrity violations have raised the bar, resulting in new
and more complex fraud schemes.
In the words of the keynote speaker3 for ADB’s Anticorruption Day celebrations:
“Corruption is a fight against undying enemies. Indeed and thus, we need to
be on guard always not only in fighting the enemy but also in seeing to it that
every opportunity for corruption is mitigated if not totally eradicated. This is
only possible the moment we say yes…I fight corruption…To you and the one
seated beside you, now is the time to say Yes…until we hear a resounding
sound of yeses, until it converts into action, until actions converge into
movement, and until the movement creates a future when corruption shall only
become…a history. Daunting…indeed but let us begin with a resounding YES!
I fight corruption!”

ADB-financed project: ongoing road rehabilitation

3

Heidi L. Mendoza was the keynote speaker during the International Anticorruption Day celebrations in ADB on
9 December 2011. Ms. Mendoza is a Commissioner of the Commission on Audit in the Philippines.
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OAI remains committed to continuing this fight against corruption and fraud. However,
we can do it only with the unstinting support of our colleagues. We thank our ADB colleagues
for joining us in these endeavors in 2011. Our successes this year were possible with their
collective collaboration.

The Year Ahead
In 2012, OAI will continue to emphasize the importance of working together to minimize
corruption and fraud. OAI aims to empower more those involved in ADB activities with a
deeper understanding of ADB’s approach to the anticorruption fight. The ADB website
remains a powerful tool for OAI, as does its strong collaboration with other ADB departments.
OAI will take advantage of 2012 training opportunities scheduled in Manila and elsewhere
to incorporate anticorruption measures for development effectiveness. It will intensify
collaboration with operations departments and supreme audit institutions (SAIs) in conducting
its PPRRs, and cumulatively share acquired knowledge from, and methodology of, such
reviews. With increased demand by colleagues for OAI training and support in conducting
project reviews, OAI will shift its focus from full PPRRs to reviews with targeted areas of focus.
OAI anticipates complaints to continue to increase in number, complexity, and sensitivity,
requiring increasingly sophisticated investigative techniques and approaches. To ensure
consistency of approaches among investigators, OAI will update its procedures manual and
the Integrity Principles and Guidelines. To meet these challenges, OAI will devote resources
to working in closer collaboration with MDBs. OAI is scheduled to host the next heads of
integrity meeting in February 2012.
OAI will formally include under its 2012 mandate due diligence responsibilities, assisting
operations and other departments for ADB’s nonsovereign operations, including conducting
due diligence checks.
OAI looks forward to continued collaboration with its partners both at ADB and from
outside to work toward ADB’s vision of an Asia and Pacific region free of poverty.
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Performance
at a Glance

Key Achievements
Complaints screeneda

Number
211

Complaints received

225

Investigations commenced

94

Investigative missions conducted

5

Individuals debarred
Individuals reinstated
Firms debarred
Firms reinstated
Individuals/firms cross debarred

34
5
31
8
12/37

Individuals reprimanded/issued warning

6/16

Firms reprimanded/issued warning

8/23

Case referrals made in relation to ADB staff

11

Appeals reviewed concerning individuals

7

Appeals reviewed concerning firms

7

Full project procurement–related reviews conducted

5

Anticorruption orientation seminars conducted for new ADB staff

27

Presentations on the Anticorruption Policy conducted for business
delegations, ADB Board of Directors, and donors

6

Regional seminar on anticorruption conducted

1

Fraud and corruption awareness workshops conducted

12

Mandatory briefings on Say No to Corruption conducted

7

Project Implementation/Due Diligence Seminars conducted
MDB Integrity forums/Investigators conferences attended
Learning and development programs attended by OAI staff

11
4
29

ADB = Asian Development Bank, MDB = multilateral development bank, OAI = Office of Anticorruption and Integrity.
a

x

This includes closed and converted complaints in 2011.

The Office of
Anticorruption
and Integrity:
2011 Initiatives

Enhancing Integrity Due Diligence
and Preventing Corruption and Fraud
in ADB Projects

A

s a part of its expanded mandate1 and in line with Strategy 2020, the long-term
strategic framework (2008–2020) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the Office
of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI), in 2011, assumed the added responsibility for
supporting ADB colleagues on integrity due diligence and compliance with international
anti–money laundering/countering the financing of terrorists (AML/CFT) requirements. As
such, OAI provides advisory services to ADB operations departments, ensuring that potential
integrity risks are identified, discussed, and mitigated. Integrity risks may include concerns
related to real or perceived corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, or coercive practices or situations
in which conflicts of interest threaten to undermine the stated development objectives of
ADB and its developing member countries (DMCs). OAI uses both open and closed source
information and, as needed, contracts external service providers to research and assess unique
risks associated with a transaction or agreement, be it at the contractual, cofinancing, or
policy level.

In 2011, OAI introduced a series of
basic due diligence training courses for
ADB staff to emphasize the importance of
independently verifying the authenticity of
information presented to ADB. The trainings
emphasize that effective due diligence
mitigates occurrences of incomplete or
1

poor contract performance and waste of
critical development funds. By promoting
the importance of due diligence, and by
providing ADB staff, government officials,
and executing agencies with the skills
and knowledge to identify “red flags” or
warning signs, OAI contributes toward

In November 2011, the President of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) formalized the due diligence responsibilities
of the Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) when he approved the establishment of a designated due
diligence advisory function within OAI.

1

ensuring the optimal and efficient use of
ADB’s development funds for the stated
objectives. In other words, due diligence
helps ensure that ADB’s development funds
get to the intended project beneficiaries
rather than into the pockets of corrupt firms
or individuals.
ADB conducted enhanced due diligence
on a number of entities in 2011, based on
information received from ADB staff about
transactions identified as being “at risk” due
to the known or suspected involvement of
government officials or politically exposed
persons, irregularities in procurement
processes and contract awards, and other
red flags. OAI shares with ADB colleagues
the due diligence reports to allow them to
appropriately discuss the findings, weigh
the merits of continuing with a transaction
or arrangement, and mitigate potential
problems accordingly. Situations that
required enhanced due diligence by OAI in
2011 included
• the alleged inappropriate influence of
government officials in procurement
decisions to receive kickbacks;
• a commercial bank with no prior
experience working with ADB that was
being considered as the implementing
agency for a sizable multitranche
financing facility;

•

•

•

•

•

a privatized electricity company being
considered for a partial credit risk
guarantee arrangement with ADB;
a road construction contractor with
no past experience, but selected for a
sizable construction contract;
a road construction company, owned by
a politician, which repeatedly won sizable
contracts in ADB-funded projects;
a potential private sector partner
interested in supporting transportation
structures in a DMC; and
a ministry official charged by the
government and imprisoned for
receiving kickbacks from road
construction contracts.

iACT
In conjunction with the International
Anticorruption Day celebrations on
9 December 2011, ADB launched iACT, a
weeklong campaign that accentuated the
role and professional obligation of each
ADB staff in preventing fraud and corruption
in their respective areas of responsibility.
President Haruhiko Kuroda led the campaign
with a recorded statement, calling on staff to
join him in the anticorruption fight.

Box 1
Case—Integrity Due Diligence and Conflicts of Interest
Companies of government officials found to be conflicted in their interests through their association
with officers of the executing agency were subjects of several investigations and due diligence
inquiries in 2011.
A construction firm received more than 10 contracts totaling $25 million awarded under
four different ADB-funded projects between 1998 and 2009. OAI’s interest in the firm arose from
previous allegations of misrepresentation in construction activities against the firm and of being
in situations of conflict of interest. Integrity due diligence conducted by OAI in 2011 revealed that
a politician with significant influence in the local government owns the firm and that the projects
are being implemented from the politician’s home. Preferential treatment was provided to this
firm, which benefited from the award of lucrative contracts while underperforming on delivery
of contracted services. The politician’s status and wealth had risen considerably since 1998,
becoming one of the richest members of government.
OAI advised the relevant ADB operations department and resident mission, and the Central
Operations Services Office that the firm had a conflict of interest as a result of its close ties to the
politician. As a result, further variations on some existing contracts were suspended, pending
clarification of delays and expenses on other existing contracts.
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Corruption is a disproportionate tax on the
poor and a deterrent to inclusive growth.
We all have an important role to play
in implementing ADB’s governance and
anticorruption policies and plans. And we
have a personal contribution and obligation to
ensure the integrity of ADB’s operations within
our respective areas of responsibilities.
This year, ADB has chosen the theme
iACT to emphasize the personal involvement
and engagement of each of us in preventing
and combating fraud and corruption in all of
ADB operations and activities. So I call on
you our staff members to join me in showing
your commitment to fight corruption. I firmly
believe that each of us can make a difference
when we act. In doing so we can contribute
to reducing poverty and promoting a more
accountable, better governed, and more
inclusive Asia and Pacific region where all
citizens can have a greater sense of peace
and security.
President Haruhiko Kuroda
9 December 2011
Such is the call the President made to
ADB staff in his speech on International
Anticorruption Day. The President also
called on senior ADB staff to show their
commitment and to work with OAI in
upholding the Anticorruption Policy. His
message consolidates the central message
of all OAI training activities in recent years—

that for ADB to successfully adhere to its
own Anticorruption Policy, it will need the
active cooperation of each staff.
The campaign was augmented
with learning presentations and talks
presented by the Regional and Sustainable
Development Department aimed at raising
awareness, such as how to spot red flags for
bribes, how to prevent fraud and corruption
in project implementation, improving
governance in various sectors, and how to
spot fraud in consultancy contracts. Banner
and signature campaigns targeted at ADB
staff, consultants, and contractors were
also held in the lead-up to International
Anticorruption Day.
ADB’s commitment to act against
corruption is firmly entrenched in
Strategy 2020, its integrity framework, and
its “zero tolerance policy” embedded in
the Anticorruption Policy. iACT symbolizes
active adherence to this commitment and
adoption of the highest ethical standards by
every person carrying out official duties and
responsibilities. Each person should also be
equipped with anticorruption tools to achieve
individual work targets without compromising
the integrity of ADB as an institution.
Public and donor demand for
development aid institutions to account
every dollar spent continues to grow. iACT
resonates this demand, requiring every staff
to act against corruption.

International
Anticorruption Day

iACT

9 December 2011
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The Office of
Anticorruption
and Integrity:
Accomplishments

Casework
Receiving Complaints of Integrity Violations

O

AI began 2011 with 95 open complaints. During the year, OAI received an
additional 225 new complaints of fraudulent, corrupt, collusive, coercive, or
obstructive practices, conflict of interest, or abuse involving ADB-financed,
supported, and administered activities and alleged misconduct by ADB staff.2 This is the
highest number of complaints received annually so far. Of these complaints, 53% were
received from ADB staff, while 44% came from external parties. The remaining 3% of
complaints arose from project procurement–related reviews (PPRRs) that OAI conducted
(see Figure 1). These are generally consistent with the number of complaints received in 2010.
OAI continues to receive the majority
of its complaints via e-mail. In 2011, 166
complaints were brought to OAI’s attention
by e-mail, representing 74% of all complaints
received (see Figure 2).
OAI respects a complainant’s desire
to remain anonymous. It encourages
anonymous complainants to establish a webbased e-mail account that can be used to

4

discuss their concerns with OAI. Anonymous
complaints are assessed in exactly the same
manner as complaints from known sources.
Information on how to report allegations
of fraud and corruption are outlined in
Appendix 6 of this report and on the
ADB website.3
OAI always acknowledges the receipt of
complaints when the complainant provides

2

Fraudulent, corrupt, collusive, or coercive practices are definitions that were agreed upon by ADB, the African
Development Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the European Investment Bank,
International Monetary Fund, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the World Bank in 2006, and are defined
in ADB’s Integrity Principles and Guidelines (para. 2). ADB refers to these as integrity violations.

3

http://www.adb.org/integrity/how-to-report-fraud

Figure 1 Sources of Complaints, 2011
3%

44%

53%

ADB Staff Members
Outside Parties
Project Procurement–Related Reviews

Figure 2 Mode of Receipt of Complaints, 2011
3%
18%
5%

74%

ADB Memo/Note to File
E-mail
Mail/Fax

Complaint Case Screening
Section 30 of ADB’s Integrity Principles and
Guidelines provides that OAI examine all
complaint to determine whether these
warrant further investigation. During
screening, OAI considers whether or not
the complaint is
• within OAI’s jurisdiction,
• credible,
• verifiable, and
• material.
If all four case screening criteria are
met, the complaint is converted into an
investigation. OAI’s complaints assessment
team screens all complaints received.
During the year, 94 complaints were
converted into investigations, 117 were
closed. At the end of 2011, 109 cases were
still being assessed.
OAI closes a complaint when it does
not meet all four case screening criteria.
The closure does not necessarily indicate
that the allegation is untrue or that the
complainant is mistaken. Of the cases that
were closed during 2011, 19 were found to
be outside OAI’s jurisdiction; i.e., they did
not involve ADB-financed, administered,
or supported activities, or the complaints
did not relate to an integrity violation.
Forty-eight complaints were found not to
be credible while a further 16 cases could
not be reasonably verified. The remaining
34 cases were closed as these were not
considered significantly material to justify
the resources required to investigate
the complaint. Decisions made on every
complaint received by OAI as a result
of screening are recorded in OAI’s case
management system.

Verbal Information

Investigations

contact information. Due to its high annual
caseload, OAI does not keep complainants
informed of the progress of their allegation.
OAI, however, advises complainants when
the case has been concluded, although
detailed information is kept confidential.

OAI applies a rigorous and critical
investigative methodology by gathering
and examining evidence to prove or
disprove allegations. OAI investigations
are administrative in nature, with the
burden of proof that of “on the balance
of probabilities” rather than “beyond
reasonable doubt.”
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Box 2
Case—Falsification of Bank Guarantee
A contractor allegedly submitted a
fraudulent bank guarantee for a road
rehabilitation project. The contract
provided for the release of mobilization
advance payment upon the contractor’s
submission of a bank guarantee that
should be valid until the advance has
been liquidated through proven, eligible
contract expenditures.
The contractor submitted a bank
guarantee and received the advance
payment, but the guarantee expired
before the advance was fully liquidated.
To cover this gap, the contractor
submitted a second, but falsified, bank
guarantee. The contract was later
cancelled because of security issues and
the government called in on the bank
guarantee. Although the contractor
honored its obligation through payment of
the outstanding advance, ADB’s Integrity
Oversight Committee debarred the
contractor for 2.5 years for fabricating and
submitting a falsified bank guarantee.

At the beginning of 2011, OAI had
102 open investigations. During the year,
96 investigations were closed, and 94 new
investigations were opened, leaving 100
open at the end of the year.
OAI conducted five investigative
missions during the year and retained
external investigators, including those with
specific expertise on information technology,
engineering, laboratory, and language,
for example.

Types of Investigations
Investigations conducted by OAI in 2011
covered the range of integrity violations as
defined by ADB. Allegations of fraudulent
practice formed the majority of investigations
at 60%. Corrupt, collusive, and coercive
practices contributed in roughly equal

4

Figure 3 Investigation Classification, 2011
3%
10%

14%

13%
60%

Coercion

Fraud

Collusion

Others

Corruption

portions at 37% total, with “others,” including
sanctions violations and conflicts of interest,
comprising the remaining 3% (Figure 3).
Misrepresentation constitutes 52%
of allegations pertaining to fraudulent
practice, with submission of false documents
(including bank guarantees, bid securities,
or curricula vitae) at 27%. False or inflated
financial claims represent 18% of the
investigations (Figure 4).

Subjects of Investigations
Complaints regarding ADB-financed
project activities formed the majority of the
investigations conducted by OAI in 2011
(84%). Ten percent of subjects investigated
in 2011 were ADB staff (Figure 5). OAI
is mandated to investigate staff cases
involving allegations of violations of
ADB’s Anticorruption Policy. OAI also
investigates cases referred to it by the
Budget, Personnel, and Management
Systems Department (BPMSD).4 Appendix 3
describes the process for investigating
staff cases.
It is important to note that the
communication and exchange of information

OAI can also investigate other staff matters at the request of the President or the director general of BPMSD.
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Box 3
Case—Submission of Near-Identical Bid Proposals Leads to Debarment
In support of their bids for a consultancy services contract for an irrigation project, five firms
submitted bid proposals that bore striking similarities, including wording, font, format, and layout
of the curriculum vitae of proposed experts. The bid prices of the five proposals differed by only
$110. The address of experts proposed by one firm belonged to a second firm; two firms used
the same fax number although they were located in different towns; and personnel schedules
submitted by two firms contained the name of a third firm. OAI’s retainers confirmed that two of
the firms had common shareholders.

Mr. A (President)

Mr. X

Married

60%

Company A

40

%

95%
Mr. B (Director)

Company B

Mrs. X

Two of the five firms replied to OAI’s requests for responses and clarifications pertaining
to the similarities in their bids, one of which accepted a 3-year recommended sanction. (OAI
inferred from this firm’s response that it responded on behalf of another firm which had common
shareholding, given its assertion that these two firms operated as one.) The two remaining firms
did not respond to OAI’s attempts to contact them.
OAI presented findings pertaining to the four firms that did not accept OAI’s recommended
sanctions, along with their key officers, to the IOC. The IOC concluded that, given the preponderance
of evidence, the firms and individuals named had engaged in fraudulent and collusive practices.
The IOC imposed a 4-year sanction on two firms and its four directors and/or principal shareholders,
and a 5-year sanction on the two firms and its two directors that did not respond to OAI’s inquiries.
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Box 4
Case—Obstructive Practice Detected in a Fraud Investigation
In its technical proposal for a contract to supply gas pipeline fittings for a large energy project,
a bidder submitted manufacturer and supplier documents that contained red flags for fraud,
including addresses on the manufacturer’s websites that differed from those on manufacturer
documents, and identical e-mail addresses on the manufacturer documents and the bidder’s
stationery. The executing agency declared the bidder nonresponsive on the suspicion of fraud
and referred the matter to the resident mission, which in turn forwarded it to OAI.
During investigation, OAI requested verification of the authenticity of manufacturer and
supplier documents submitted with the bid proposal. Documents included the manufacturer’s
authorization certificates, certificate of compliance, supplier export records, and performance
certificates. One manufacturer and one supplier denied issuing the documents. While the second
manufacturer and second supplier confirmed that the documents were genuine, these responses
were sent from the same e-mail address despite the two entities being based in different
countries. An investigative firm retained by OAI visited the office of the second manufacturer,
who denied having any business with the bidder and issuing the certificates. In addition, internet
research revealed that the second supplier stocked domestic gas fittings and appliances but not
the industrial gas fittings required for the project.
The IOC determined that the bidder and its key officers engaged in fraudulent practice
when it used falsified documents in its bid proposal, and engaged in obstructive practice when
it sent the two e-mails to OAI, fraudulently authenticating the forged documents during the
investigation. The bidder was debarred for a minimum of 5 years, as were two of its principals
and a related entity.
OAI commended the executing agency for its vigilance and presents this case study as an
illustration of how basic desktop due diligence can prevent fraud and corruption in ADB-financed
projects.

Figure 4 Fraud Cases, 2011

Figure 5 Subject of Investigations, 2011
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84%
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False Claims

Projects

Misrepresentation

ADB Staff

Others
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Submission of False Documents
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among the integrity offices of other MDBs
greatly assisted in OAI’s investigations
in 2011. ADB routinely shares information with
the World Bank’s Integrity Vice Presidency
and has received assistance from said office
that has facilitated OAI’s investigations.

Sources of Investigations
Figure 6 compares the sources of
investigations in 2011. Sixty percent of OAI’s
investigations originated from complaints by
ADB staff. OAI expects this percentage to
increase as ADB staff become more familiar
with the requirements for complaints to
be converted into investigations with the
continued emphasis on corruption and fraud
awareness-raising activities in ADB.

Figure 6 Sources of Investigations, 2011
7%

33%
60%

ADB Staff Members
Outside Parties
Audit Reports

Investigations by Sector
Investigations opened in 2011 covered all
aspects of ADB-financed activities. The
transport and information and communication
sector had the most representation at 26%,
while the water, education, agriculture and
natural resources, and energy sectors were
roughly equally represented.
Appendix 1 presents the summary status
of reported allegations of fraud and corruption.

Box 5
Case—Sanction Violation
and Repeat Offenders
In 2007, Firm X was debarred for 3 years
while its proprietor and managing
director, Mr. X, was debarred indefinitely
for fraudulent practices. The firm was
additionally debarred for 10 years from
2008 when it violated its sanctions by
attempting to participate in another
ADB project in association with two
international firms. Mr. X and any firm in
which Mr. X has or may, in the future, have
a principal interest remained ineligible to
participate in any ADB-financed activity
indefinitely. The second sanction was
posted on ADB’s website.
In 2011, OAI received an allegation
that Firm Y submitted expressions of
interest, together with four different firms,
for another ADB project. OAI established
that Firm Y’s managing director is Mr. X’s
spouse. Both firms have the same address.
However, the staff at that address, who
were employees of Firm X, were not
aware of the existence of Firm Y. OAI
further established that Firm Y and Ms. Y
misrepresented the work experience of
Firm X as that of Firm Y in its technical
proposal. Thus, Firm Y’s participation
in the new project was more likely a
circumvention of the sanctions imposed
against Firm X and Mr. X.
The IOC considered the following as
aggravating circumstances: (i) the previous
sanctions of Firm X and Mr. X, (ii) the
significance of the relationship between
Mr. X and Ms. Y in carrying out the integrity
violation, and (iii) the continuation of the
integrity violation after Firm X became
aware of OAI’s investigation. The IOC
debarred Firm X for 10 years from 2011,
concurrent with the remainder of its
second sanction. For acting as a conduit
of Firm X, Firm Y was also debarred for
10 years. Both Mr. X and Ms. Y were
debarred indefinitely. All their names were
included in ADB’s published sanctions
list and submitted to the other MDBs for
cross debarment.
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Table 1
Disciplinary Action Resulting from Referrals to the Budget, Personnel,
and Management Systems Department
Nature of Misconduct

Number of Staff

Case Resolution

Location

Misrepresentation in personal
history form

1

Dismissal

Headquarters

Misrepresentation and theft

1

Dismissal

Headquarters

Sending of malicious e-mails

2

Dismissal

Headquarters

Bid rigging and bribery

1

Dismissal

Country office

Breach of trust

1

Dismissal

Country office

OAI Referrals
In 2011, OAI referred 11 cases to BPMSD,
five of which resulted in disciplinary action
(Table 1). BPMSD handles disciplinary
proceedings for staff misconduct, including
violation of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy.
Appendix 2 contains examples of cases
involving ADB staff.
OAI carefully considers cases to determine
whether referrals to national authorities should
be made. Box 7 illustrates the case of one
referral made by OAI in 2007 that resulted in a
fraudster being imprisoned in 2011.

Sanctions
OAI recommends to the IOC sanctions
to be imposed upon conclusion of IOC’s
investigations. These recommendations
take into account the preponderance of
exculpatory and inculpatory evidence
obtained, precedent cases, and any relevant
mitigating or aggravating circumstances.
The IOC is the authority that determines
whether or not ADB’s Anticorruption Policy
has been violated and imposes sanctions or
reprimands accordingly. It consists of three
voting members, one of whom shall be
selected from a list of external members.5 The
sanction process is administrative in nature.

5

The IOC had 10 meetings in 2011,
during which it discussed and considered
28 cases. It debarred 33 firms and
34 individuals. The IOC also reinstated one
firm and one individual following expiration
of the sanction period and extended the
sanctions of six firms and four individuals
that violated ADB sanctions.

Box 6
Staff Case—Fraud
In 2011, an in-house service provider
approached OAI for assistance regarding
a financial fraud and theft perpetrated by
an ADB staff. The service provider shared
documents and interview notes obtained
during the investigation. As the situation
concerned an ADB staff perpetrating fraud
in the course of his work, OAI agreed to
assist with the investigation.
OAI reviewed relevant files and
substantiated the allegation. When
presented with OAI’s findings, the
staff confessed his involvement. OAI
reported its findings, along with the staff’s
admission, to BPMSD. The staff was
dismissed. The in-house service provider
was able to recover all financial losses from
the fraud and theft.

Members (ADB’s senior staff and reputable external non-ADB staff) are nominated by the Head, OAI and approved
by the President. The Director, OAI serves as the secretariat to the IOC (non-voting). Representatives from the
Central Operations Services Office and the Office of the General Counsel may be called upon to advise the IOC.
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Box 7
Case—Working Together to Prevent Fraud and Corruption: Fraudster Imprisoned
A securities and investment commission (commission) from a member country advised OAI that
Mr. Z, an individual debarred by ADB, had been sentenced to jail for conduct related to an ADBfinanced activity, among other things. Mr. Z was sentenced on 29 November 2011 on one charge
of theft, one charge of false evidence on oath, and two charges of insolvent trading, to 3 years
and 8 months’ imprisonment with a non-parole period of 2 years.
In 2007, ADB debarred Mr. Z for using shell companies and aliases to defraud ADB. He
falsified his identity, misrepresented the company’s financial capacity and technical experience,
and failed to pay his subcontractors. OAI also debarred four other individuals indefinitely and five
firms for 7 years for misrepresentation and falsification of documents and intentionally defrauding
ADB, the associated firm, and subcontractors. With the assistance of the Central Operations
Services Office and the South Asia Department, OAI was able to uncover the fraud scheme and
identify the real identities of the individuals behind a number of shell companies registered by
Mr. Z. Two of these shell companies were involved in three ADB-financed projects in 2004 and
one in 2007.
Upon completion of the investigation, OAI shared the investigative results with the commission.
According to the commission, the judge commented on the impact of Mr. Z’s conduct on the
international consultants.

Four cases were concluded when
concerned firms and individuals did not
dispute OAI’s findings and accepted OAIrecommended sanctions. If they had not
agreed, the case would have proceeded
through the IOC, with OAI presenting
its recommendation for sanctions,
for deliberation and consideration of
remedial actions. The acceptance of OAIrecommended sanctions counteracts the
need for the case to proceed to the IOC,
thus increasing efficiencies.
Two cases were concluded with
conditional non-debarment involving two
firms and three individuals. Conditional
non-debarment allows debarred firms
and individuals to continue to work on
ADB-related projects provided they agree to

meet certain conditions imposed by either
OAI or the IOC. It encourages debarred
parties to improve their own corporate
good governance in the interests of
effective poverty reduction projects. These
conditions will require the party concerned
agreeing to undertake such specific and
measurable remedial actions, including
improved accounting mechanisms and
the implementation of transparent and
effective due diligence protocols. If the party
concerned fails to implement the agreed
conditions within the time established,
debarment will automatically become
effective for the minimum period established
by the IOC or OAI when the conditional
non-debarment was decided upon. Table 2
summarizes sanctions imposed in 2011.

Table 2
Entities Debarred by the Integrity Oversight Committee
and through Recommended Sanctions in 2011

Firms
Individuals

1–3 Years

3.5 years

4–7 Years

10 Years

Indefinitely

TOTAL

11

1

18

1

0

31

8

1

22

0

3

34
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Box 8
Case—Acceptance of OAI-Recommended Sanctions
Case A
In 2010, OAI investigated a consultant who fraudulently claimed to have a postgraduate degree
from a foreign university. ADB had engaged the consultant, as an expert from various consulting
firms, for several projects. The consultant consistently claimed this purported qualification in the
CVs submitted by his firms in his entry in ADB’s Consultant Management System and in several
website postings. OAI also considered the consultant’s previous misrepresentation to OAI
investigators as having the same postgraduate degree when he was interviewed as a witness in
another case.
Although the foreign university is a legitimate academic institution, it did not offer the
postgraduate program claimed by the consultant. The university confirmed that the consultant’s
purported credentials were fraudulent. The consultant did not contest OAI’s findings and
accepted the recommended sanction of 3 years. Hence, the matter did not go to the IOC.

Case B
A firm misrepresented its work experience as a joint venture partner of another firm that had
been awarded a civil works contract. When ADB asked for supporting documents on the claimed
work experience, the firm’s officer prepared a subcontract agreement and used the electronic
signature of the representative of the supposed partner firm, without the latter’s consent.
The firm questioned OAI’s findings and stated that internal quality control and
documentation had been strengthened, internal investigations conducted, and disciplinary
actions taken against the relevant officer as a result. After carefully considering the firm’s
explanations, OAI recommended a 1-year sanction subject to the condition that before
reinstatement, the firm must have undertaken the following corrective actions: (i) improvement
of integrity and/or corporate controls, or implementation of a corporate compliance program;
and (ii) actions taken to discipline and/or terminate those responsible for the integrity violation.
The firm accepted the sanction with conditional reinstatement.

Cross Debarment
The 2010 Agreement for Mutual
Enforcement of Debarment Decisions
(Agreement) signed by ADB and other
participating MDBs was declared in force
in 2010 by ADB, the World Bank Group,
and the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD), while the InterAmerican Development Bank declared the
Agreement in force in May 2011. As a result,
one MDB’s debarment of concerned entities
also renders the same entities ineligible to
participate in another participating MDB’s
activities, significantly extending the reach
and impact of sanctions. In 2011, ADB cross
debarred 45 entities from the World Bank
and four entities from EBRD, and submitted

seven firms and six individuals for cross
debarment. Entities submitted by ADB for
cross debarment are those that have been
published on its website.6
Table 3 provides a history of IOC
sanction activity since 1998, when ADB
adopted its Anticorruption Policy.
The published sanctions list contains
entities that have violated imposed sanctions,
have been debarred a second or subsequent
time, are not contactable, or have been cross
debarred by other MDBs. ADB also has a
password-protected website that provides its
complete sanctions list for authorized users
with a demonstrated need to know.7 More
than 45 officials from government agencies
and 13 development institutions have access
to ADB’s sanctions list.

6

http://lnadbg4.adb.org/oga0009p.nsf/sancALL3P?OpenView&count=999

7

http://sanctions.adb.org
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Table 3
Sanctions since 1998
As of 31 December 2011

Firms

Individuals

444

426

7

5

Reinstated upon expiry of minimum sanction period

77

39

Cross-debarred entities

46

15

406

397

34

22

Total declared ineligible to participate in ADB-financed activities
Reinstated upon appeal

Currently ineligible to participate in ADB-financed activities
Reprimanded

Appeals
ADB has an appeals mechanism that allows
debarred individuals and firms to appeal
to the Sanction Appeals Committee (SAC)
within 90 days from the date sanctions are
imposed for a review of the IOC decision.
The SAC, composed of three ADB vicepresidents, can reduce or lift sanctions,
as well as require the IOC to reconsider a
case. The appeals process is administrative
in nature. The appeal criterion is that the
appellant must provide new information that
may have affected the IOC’s decision and
could not have been reasonably known at
the time OAI concluded its investigation.
Seven appeals were received in 2011,
one of which was eligible and was submitted
to the SAC. The SAC reduced the initial
debarment period to a reprimand. The SAC

also decided on an appeal that it received in
the last quarter of 2010.
ADB’s process for investigating allegations
of integrity violations by bidders, consultants,
contractors, or suppliers in ADB-related
activities is in Appendix 4.

Recommendations Arising
from Investigations
When appropriate, OAI shares its
investigative findings and makes
recommendations to (i) strengthen
internal and external control mechanisms,
procurement and financial management
practices, and project implementation
arrangements; (ii) protect ADB-related
activities from fraudulent and corrupt
actions; and (iii) increase transparency and
overall effectiveness of ADB operations.

Box 9
Case—Sanctions Violation and Fraud Result in Cross Debarment
Despite being debarred in 2007 from participating in ADB projects for 7 years for submitting
false financial statements, a firm executed a subsequent construction contract funded by an ADB
grant, in violation of the terms and conditions of its sanction. In connection with that contract, the
firm engaged in a subsequent fraudulent practice when the director failed to declare the firm’s
ineligibility and misled the executing agency when he signed the contract on behalf of the firm.
As a consequence, the IOC debarred the firm for a further 7 years from 2011, and approved
the publication of the firm’s name on the ADB website. Moreover, as the firm engaged in a
subsequent integrity violation, it was eligible for cross debarment. OAI therefore submitted the
name of the firm to the other participating MDBs for cross debarment. The IOC also debarred
the director for 7 years.
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Box 10
Case—Two Successful Appeals Cases
Case C
In August 2010, the IOC debarred a consulting firm for 3 years for submitting the CV of a consultant
without the consultant’s knowledge or approval to do so.
In November 2010, the consulting firm appealed the sanction and provided new information
which could not have been known during OAI’s investigation, as the firm was in transition
between managing directors. The IOC’s decision was overturned by the SAC in February 2011.

Case D
In March 2011, the IOC debarred a consulting firm and its director for 5 years for misrepresenting
its past work experience in a proposal for an ADB-funded activity. The firm appealed the sanction
on the grounds that the firm and its director had violated ADB’s Anticorruption Policy due to
a misunderstanding on the meaning of particular clauses in the bid documents. The appellant
argued that this was a crucial factor in the firm’s response to OAI during the investigation, which
the SAC found plausible. In July 2011, the SAC reduced the sanction from 5 years to a reprimand,
on a no-objection basis.

Recommendations made for operations
departments’ consideration include
• reviewing existing rules on recruitment
procedures for short-term consulting
positions to ensure competitive
selection and avoid potential conflicts
of interest;
• adding a statement in the standard
bidding documents to alert bidders
that documents submitted in support
of bid proposals may be subject
to independent verification by the
executing agency, ADB, or their
representatives, and that failure to
authenticate a claim will result in the
bidder’s disqualification from the
tender; and
• enhancing ADB’s Consultant
Management System to alert users to
relevant integrity information.
Recommendations made to BPMSD include
• reviewing and amending, as
appropriate, AO 2.02 to identify the
types of trading activities in ADB
premises that could be permitted; and
• advising staff who are potentially
in situations of conflict of interest
regarding acceptable actions that
would resolve or prevent such conflicts.
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Recommendations relating to project
implementation include
• taking preventive measures to lessen
the role of agents or conduits to
reduce opportunities for kickbacks;
• ensuring that the executing agency
understands the requirements
of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy
and appropriately enforces the
consequences of ADB sanctions;
• alerting the executing agency to
possible pilferage and sale of goods
intended for free distribution to
the public;
• strengthening the operations
department’s role in project oversight,
which includes the use of standard
integrity language in bidding
documents; and
• reviewing and revising forms used to
engage translators and interpreters to
include language on adherence to the
highest ethical standards and ADB’s
Anticorruption Policy.
OAI also requested that ADB operations
departments inform relevant borrowers about
firms and individuals that were debarred or
cross debarred by ADB, so that they may
assist ADB in implementing these sanctions.

Project Procurement–
Related Reviews
OAI conducts PPRRs of ongoing ADBfinanced projects in DMCs to improve
the quality of project monitoring and
oversight for those projects. PPRRs confirm
compliance with applicable ADB policies,
guidelines, and the loan or grant agreement,
focusing on preventing and detecting
integrity violations. Appendix 5 describes
the PPRR process.
PPRRs are selected annually from all
active ADB-financed loan and grant projects,
taking into account the size of ADB funding,
number of awarded contracts, level of
disbursements, input from operations
departments, and potential benefits of
a PPRR to the project. OAI endeavors to
ensure PPRRs conducted cover a spread
of sectors and borrowers (DMCs) over
the years.

PPRR Cycle

PPRR Impact

PPRRs reduce the risk
of corrupt and fraudulent
practices in ADB-financed
projects which significantly
contributes to the burden
of poverty in Asia and
the Pacific

The desired impact of PPRRs is to reduce
the risk of corrupt and fraudulent practices
in ADB-financed projects which significantly
contributes to the burden of poverty in Asia
and the Pacific. The “Improve” stage of
the PPRR cycle contributes to the impact
on ADB projects when project risks are
identified and recommended mitigations are
implemented. PPRRs add to the momentum
of increasing DMCs’ awareness of and
compliance with ADB’s Anticorruption Policy
that ADB has gained over the last few years.
PPRR findings include “red flags” indicating
that ADB’s Anticorruption Policy may have
been violated. Upon further assessment,
red flags identified in 2011 have resulted in a
number of ongoing investigations.
In 2011, ADB’s operations departments
and resident missions have called on the
PPRR team to assist and guide the
departments in their efforts to prevent
integrity violations in their projects. Such
assistance was provided to ADB’s Mongolia
Resident Mission and East Asia Department
with positive results. The South Asia

OAI at work: inspecting materials for an ADB-funded power project
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Department (SARD) and the Southeast Asia
Department have since expressed interest
in jointly conducting “spot reviews” (limited
scope reviews) of their administered project
loans or grants with OAI, which have been
scheduled for early 2012. Upon SARD’s
request, OAI provided inputs and lessons
learned for the country partnership strategy
for Bhutan from the preliminary results of a
2011 PPRR.
OAI capitalized on its cumulative
PPRR experiences and designed checklists
in the areas of the executing agency’s
internal control assessment, procurement,
financial management, and asset inspection,
and shared these tools with operations
departments to help them better monitor
and manage project implementation.

PPRR Outreach
ADB’s Anticorruption Policy strongly
emphasizes prevention efforts as one
effective anticorruption approach.
Through collaboration with the operations
departments, OAI aims to empower
ADB project teams to identify and
develop preventive measures to mitigate
fiduciary risks and opportunities for fraud,
corruption, or abuse of resources, thereby
improving development effectiveness in
ADB projects.
Based on OAI’s experience from the
34 PPRRs conducted, most irregularities
occur in procurement across all sectors,
especially during the bid evaluation stage
(Figure 7).8

ADB-financed project: deficient and blocked drain

8

The graphs presented here are indicative only and are not intended to be statistical representations of data
collected and analyzed.
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No. of findings (%)

Figure 7
Procurement Irregularities and Noncompliance
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PPRR Activities in 2011

Poor quality of goods and/or noncompliant works and outputs are the
major concern of OAI’s asset inspection
(Figure 8).
OAI disseminated past PPRR findings,
presented common project irregularities,
and shared lessons learned with operations
departments, which were very well
received. In 2012, OAI plans to conduct
spot reviews in conjunction with review
missions of operations departments using
checklists to assist mission teams review
and inspect ADB-financed projects while
on the field.
Strengthening project supervision
and due diligence oversight is vital in
minimizing irregularities from recurring.
OAI hopes that by working closely with
ADB’s operations departments, ADBfinanced projects will immediately benefit
from such reviews.

PPRR reports describe findings and provide
recommendations that address integrity
risks, improve project administration and
contract management, and minimize loss
of project funds. ADB and borrower DMCs
are expected to fully consider PPRR findings
and recommendations for the remainder of
the project’s duration and when designing
similar future projects.
PPRR reports are prepared with due
care to ensure they are objective, accurate,
and balanced. The reports not only identify
project weaknesses and irregularities but also
acknowledge inherent challenges and project
strengths. Stakeholders are always consulted
and their comments are carefully considered
and suitably reflected in the final reports.
Table 4 presents PPRR activities conducted
in 2011.

No. of findings (%)

Figure 8
Asset Inspection Irregularities and Noncompliance
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Table 4
Project Procurement–Related Reviews in 2011
Loan No.

Project

Location

Grant 0122-KGZ

Community-Based Infrastructure Services Sector
Project (Supplementary)

Kyrgyz Republic

Loan 2163-INO and
Loan 2164-INO(SF)*

Community Water Services and Health Project

Indonesia

Loan 2092-NEP

Decentralized Rural Infrastructure and Livelihood Project

Nepal

Loan 2391/2392-VIE(SF)

Greater Mekong Subregion: Kunming–Hai Phong
Transport Corridor–Noi Bai–Lao Cai Highway Project

Viet Nam

Loan 2219-PRC*

Hunan Roads Development III

People’s Republic
of China

Loan 2520-IND

Madhya Pradesh Power Sector Investment
Program—Project 5

India

Loan 2503-KAZ*

MFF-CAREC Transport Corridor I Investment
Program—Project 1

Kazakhstan

Loan 2368-SAM(SF)

Power Sector Expansion Project

Samoa

Loan 2254-BAN(SF)*

Second Rural Infrastructure Improvement Project

Bangladesh

Loan 2258-BHU(SF)

Urban Infrastructure Development Project

Bhutan

CAREC = Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation, MFF = multitranche financing facility, SF = Special Funds.
* Final reports of 2010 project procurement–related reviews issued in 2011.

Box 11
Enhancing Development Effectiveness: Capacity Building for
Supreme Audit Institutions and Anticorruption Commissions
ADB’s Anticorruption Policy recognizes that the most effective anticorruption approach is the
combination of effective investigation of integrity violations resulting in sanctions and a proactive
prevention mechanism. ADB’s Strategy 2020 reinforces this policy position with its focus on
good governance. OAI’s terms of reference retain the emphasis on preventive efforts giving
high priority to advancing awareness of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy among its staff and external
partners, such as supreme audit institutions (SAIs) and anticorruption commissions.
Acting as a watchdog over financial integrity and the credibility of reported information, SAIs
are national organizations responsible for auditing government income and expenditures. When
possible, the SAI of the borrower DMC participates in OAI’s PPRRs. OAI’s aim is to transfer fraud
detection and prevention skills to these institutions through on-the-job training and exchange of
knowledge and experiences gained during PPRR fieldwork.
Since 2006, the SAIs of Bhutan, Cambodia, the People’s Republic of China, India, Indonesia,
the Kyrgyz Republic, Mongolia, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Pakistan, Samoa, Sri Lanka,
Uzbekistan, and Viet Nam have participated in PPRRs. OAI has also conducted workshops for
SAI auditors when funds were available to augment fraud detection and prevention techniques
employed and to debrief the SAIs of PPRR outcomes.
During one PPRR mission, Bhutan’s Anti-Corruption Commission sought ADB’s funding support
in pursuit of a specific anticorruption program. OAI immediately coordinated with the Regional and
Sustainable Development Department and the South Asia Department and successfully facilitated
technical assistance to help the commission prepare and implement its institutional development
plan, including the recruitment and retention of appropriately qualified staff.
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Learning and
Development
Knowledge and Capacity Building
OAI continued to prioritize the enhancement
of ADB staff’s integrity awareness and skills
in 2011.
It concluded the series of Say No to
Corruption briefings for staff, introduced
in 2010, to ensure that every ADB staff is
informed of ADB’s integrity framework.
OAI has delivered 38 such briefings to 97%
of ADB staff.
As part of BPMSD’s in-house training
programs on project management and
implementation, OAI has given presentations
on fraud and corruption awareness in the
Project Implementation Seminars, and
Project Design and Management courses
targeted at project officers.
OAI also initiated a number of new
training events in 2011, targeted at
specific topics or specific groups. In April
and June, OAI delivered 10 sessions on
Integrity and AML/CFT due diligence
in processing both sovereign and
nonsovereign projects. EBRD conducted
the June training sessions.

9

The accumulated knowledge gathered
from OAI’s PPRR experiences were packaged
into an hour-long seminar on How to Enhance
Project Supervision and Fraud Prevention
Skills delivered in September 2011. It provided
an overview of typical PPRR findings and
how ADB staff could identify red flags and
prevent integrity violations with the help
of OAI-prepared checklists. OAI shared
basic tools for facilitating smooth project
administration and implementation for staff
at the ADB headquarters and country offices
in Cambodia, the People’s Republic of China,
India, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Mongolia.

E-learning
In January 2011, OAI launched an e-learning
course on ADB’s Integrity and Anticorruption
Framework. The course consists of three
modules, entitled (i) Introduction to Integrity,
(ii) ADB’s Anticorruption Policy and Integrity
Principles and Guidelines, and (iii) OAI’s
role and responsibilities. All new ADB staff,
including those in resident missions, are
required to complete the course through a
virtual learning platform called MOODLE9
at www.myelearn.org. By the end of 2011,
252 new staff had completed the course.

Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment.
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OAI urged project
officers to be proactive
in conducting basic
due diligence during
procurement to
exclude entities that
fail to meet basic
procurement
standards
Building Skills to Protect Projects
from Fraud and Corruption
OAI conducts anticorruption seminars with
regional technical assistance (TA) funding
under RETA 6447 to help prevent fraud
and corruption from occurring in ADBfinanced activities. The regional TA aims
to build project-level awareness of ADB’s
Anticorruption Policy among project staff
and develop skills to recognize fraud,
collusion, coercion, and corruption when
these occur. OAI’s emerging themes for the
2011 workshops were
• understanding and preventing
consultancy fraud in ADB projects, and
• preventing conflicts of interest and
award of contracts to firms owned by
government officials.
In 2011, OAI directed regional TA
resources toward strengthening the
anticorruption initiatives on nine ADB-funded
projects in the Kyrgyz Republic and the
Accounts Chamber of the Kyrgyz Republic.
Using redacted examples from real proposals
received by ADB-financed activities, OAI
walked more than 190 participants through a
series of exercises and critical assessments,
spotlighting frequent areas where
misrepresentations often occur, including
unauthorized use of résumés without
consultants’ authorization, bait and switch,
misrepresentation of past performance,
provision of falsified bank guarantees, and
misrepresentation of financial position.
OAI often finds that firms presenting
fraudulent claims to appear more qualified
for a contract often fail to perform on
contracts awarded to them. Disqualification
of companies making fraudulent claims
in advance of contract award can save
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project time and money, and optimizes
developmental impact. OAI urged
project staff to be proactive in conducting
basic due diligence during procurement
to exclude entities that fail to meet basic
procurement standards.
Regional TA participants reported
that the workshops were helpful in
demonstrating basic desk-based due
diligence and in specifically identifying
areas where misrepresentations occur within
the framework of ADB’s standard bidding
documents. They requested that further
integrity training be provided during the
induction stage of a project and/or together
with procurement training in the future.
OAI presented a shorter version of the
training to representatives of mayors’ and
governors’ offices. OAI also conducted
a briefing for vendors, contractors, and
consultants participating in ADB-financed
projects. These entities are most affected
by sanctions. The briefing equipped them
with information on ADB’s Anticorruption
Policy and the consequences of committing
integrity violations. It also enables them to
make more informed decisions on what to
do when presented with a compromising
situation, and encouraged them to report
such incidences to OAI.
In 2011, OAI provided training materials
which the ADB country office in Tajikistan
used in its own anticorruption workshop for
project partners. It also rolled out materials
for use by the Accounts Chamber of the
Kyrgyz Republic to strengthen their capacity
in detecting fraud in ADB-financed activities.
OAI will continue to develop and provide
materials as requested, so that resident
missions and other ADB staff can also actively
promote awareness of ADB’s Anticorruption
Policy and enhance project stakeholders’
skills in detecting integrity violations.
In 2012, in response to requests by
resident missions and at the recommendation
of OAI’s PPRR team, OAI will conduct
anticorruption seminars for stakeholders
of ADB-financed activities in Bhutan,
Cambodia, and Sri Lanka. As funds allow,
OAI will respond to requests for training and
workshops in other resident missions, and will
request subsequent funding to continue these
initiatives beyond 2012.

Other Education and
Communication Initiatives
In 2011, OAI continued featuring articles,
advisories, and resources in its intranet
to raise staff awareness of their role and
responsibilities in detecting and preventing
integrity violations. OAI’s intranet
headlined the latest activities and updated
sanctions statistics.
OAI also issued 57 anticorruption
advisories to staff and consultants via
ADB Today, an internal news bulletin. These
include results of sanctions imposed by
the IOC, case synopses, and reminders to
staff about their obligation to uphold the
Anticorruption Policy. OAI also disseminated
the quarterly Anticorruption and Integrity
e-bulletin, including feature articles on
integrity due diligence, cross debarment
agreement, and updated Integrity
Principles and Guidelines. The OAI external
website (www.adb.org/integrity) remains
a major tool in reaching out to external
stakeholders. The 2010 OAI annual report

was disseminated in March 2011 via print
and online.
OAI formally launched the 2011 edition of
Frequently Asked Questions on Anticorruption
and Integrity: A Guide for ADB Staff during the
International Anticorruption Day celebrations
on 9 December 2011.

Multilateral
Development Bank
Collaboration
ADB actively collaborates with the
investigative units of MDBs, such as the
World Bank, EBRD, the Inter-American
Development Bank, the African Development
Bank, and other international financial
institutions, and routinely shares information
to facilitate investigations. Discussions to
further harmonize debarment practices
among participating MDBs continue.

www.adb.org/integrity
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Appendix 1

Significant Cases Involving ADB-Financed
Activities Concluded in 2011

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Misrepresentation
of consultant’s
consent and
availability

A Central Asian consulting firm offered 11 national
experts in a proposal for a road construction contract.
Upon award of contract, the company only provided
two of the originally proposed consultants. One
consultant named in the proposal, but not fielded,
advised OAI that he was unaware of his curriculum vitae
being included in the proposal, and had not authorized
the firm to do so. The firm had proposed the
services of the consultant without his permission and
misrepresented the ability of the proposed consultant
to work on the project. OAI was unable to find the firm
at its presented address, telephone, or fax; the firm also
did not respond to OAI’s e-mails.

Case Resolution
The firm and director each
received a 3-year sanction.
As OAI was unable to contact
the firm and its director, their
names were posted on ADB’s
public website.

The IOC concluded that these misrepresentations
constituted fraudulent activities, in violation of
ADB’s Anticorruption Policy, and imposed sanctions
accordingly.
Misrepresentation
of past contract
and sales activities

A successful publicly traded firm known for producing
sporting goods submitted a proposal to provide
chemistry, biology, and physics laboratory equipment
to over 700 rural schools. The firm claimed to have
had lengthy relationships with two vendors that
manufacture laboratory equipment, and presented
significant documentation demonstrating its
relationships with the vendors.

The firm and one representative
each received a 5-year
sanction.
The second representative
received a 7-year sanction
given his greater personal
involvement in the matter.

The firm also included in its proposal a contract
confirmed completed on 30 February, a non-existent
date, and signed by a “Miss B.U.” OAI established
that “B.U.” is associated with the firm, but that this is a
man and not a woman.
OAI confirmed that supporting documents submitted
by the firm were falsified. The IOC agreed and
concluded that the firm and two of its representatives
falsified these to misrepresent it as being more
experienced and qualified than it actually was.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Misrepresentation
of consultant’s
availability

Under contract terms and conditions, a firm agreed to
mobilize its proposed consultant by the first week of
August 2010, despite being aware that he would not
be able to start before October 2010.
The firm informed ADB that they learned of the
consultant’s unavailability only after signing the
contract. However, evidence shows that this is untrue.
In its findings letter, OAI recommended reprimand
as a sanction, which the firm rejected. The case was
thus presented to the IOC, which imposed remedial
actions accordingly.

Misrepresentation
of past contractual
experience

The firm, in its proposal, claimed to have designed a
$6 million project funded by EBRD, which was due for
construction between April and September 2009 and
expected to be completed in September 2010.
With cooperation from EBRD, OAI confirmed that
while the firm did prepare a design that was included
in the proposal for the construction activity, it was
not awarded the EBRD-funded contract and did not
participate in the project.

Misrepresentation
of past work
experience

In completing expressions of interest for ADB-financed
activities, a consulting firm misrepresented its previous
involvement in 67 contracts. The firm falsely claimed
to have been the lead firm for 49 of those contracts,
when its actual role was that of subcontractor. The firm
also claimed the experiences of their associates without
attribution. OAI further established that the firm has
subcontracted out its responsibilities for one of its
ADB-financed contracts without approval or disclosure.

Case Resolution
The firm and its officers
received a reprimand.
The IOC noted that the
misrepresentation had no
detrimental effects to the
project, and that the persons
concerned were cooperative
throughout the investigations.

The firm and its owner each
received a 5-year sanction.
On appeal, the sanction was
reduced to a reprimand, given
the plausible new argument
presented by the appellant that
the misrepresentation was due
to a misunderstanding on the
meaning of particular clauses in
the bid documents.
The firm and its three owners,
also the firm’s key officers,
each received a 3-year
sanction.

The IOC concluded that the firm made material
misrepresentations to appear more qualified than it
was, and imposed sanctions accordingly.
Misrepresentation
of certificate of
registration

In a bid for the supply, delivery, and installation of
computers in schools, the executing agency noted
that Firm A submitted a certificate of registration for
XYZ Brand, purportedly in favor of Firm B, supplier of
Firm A.

Firms A and C each received a
3-year sanction.
Firm B received a reprimand.

The executing agency reported the matter to the
relevant ADB project officer, who forwarded it to OAI.
Upon investigation, OAI discovered that the actual
certificate of registration with the identical registration
number was, in fact, issued in favor of another
company and another brand. When confronted,
Firm B admitted it had been approached by Firm C,
acting on behalf of Firm A, to fabricate the certificate
of registration. Firm B’s personnel, acting without the
knowledge and approval of its management, agreed
to Firm C’s request.
The IOC debarred Firms A and C. For Firm B,
mitigating circumstances taken into account were
its admission of wrongdoing, and cooperation and
assistance during the investigation.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations
Misrepresentation
of qualifications

Investigative Findings
OAI received allegations that an individual being
considered as a consultant for a TA assignment
had a publicized criminal record for fraud-related
offenses. Publicly available information indicated that
he had previously misrepresented his qualifications
to gain employment. Given this, OAI investigated
the representations made by the consultant in his
application for employment under the TA.

Case Resolution
The individual received a 5-year
sanction.

It established that the individual falsely claimed to
hold doctorates from two accredited and recognized
academic institutions. OAI determined that while
one was an accredited and recognized academic
institution, it did not have any record of the individual
completing a doctorate. The second institution was
a commercial organization that awarded academic
qualifications for little or no academic study (often
referred to as a “degree mill”).
The case highlights the importance of conducting
basic due diligence on individuals and/or firms
before engagement.
Misrepresentation
of qualifications

OAI received an allegation that an individual who
had an ongoing consultancy assignment had
misrepresented his qualifications.

The individual accepted the
recommended sanction of
3 years.

The individual claimed to have a doctorate. He
provided transcripts to substantiate the qualification.
However, when OAI requested the relevant academic
institution to verify the transcripts, it replied that they
were “fraudulent documents, and…most likely issued
by a diploma mill.”
When OAI presented its findings to the individual,
he agreed to not contest OAI’s findings of
misrepresentation and accepted OAI’s recommended
sanction of 3 years.
Misrepresentation
of a master’s
degree

An individual working as a consultant allegedly
misrepresented that he has a master’s degree.
OAI’s investigations confirmed that this was indeed
a misrepresentation. The IOC imposed sanctions
accordingly.

The individual received a 4-year
sanction. As the individual
refused to accept the sanction
letter, his name was posted on
ADB’s public sanctions list, and
submitted for cross debarment
by the participating MDBs.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Case Resolution

Misrepresentation
of airline
tickets, claim
documentation,
and reimbursable
expenses

External auditors of project accounts identified the
red flags in this matter. OAI investigated these along
with other red flags identified through review. It
found that the consultancy joint venture group had
manufactured airline tickets to support claims for
travel costs incurred, and misrepresented project
claim documentation by having individuals sign papers
attesting that reimbursable expenses were incurred as
claimed—which were not.

The lead firm received a 6-year
sanction to run concurrently
with existing sanctions imposed
on it. The main director received
an indefinite sanction.

The lead joint venture firm was contractually
responsible for contract administration, including
preparation and processing of these claims. The
associate joint venture firm’s contribution was limited
to providing technical expertise.
OAI extended its investigations to the lead firm’s majority
shareholder, given the risk that his corporate and familial
connections may be used to circumvent sanctions.

This is the second time
sanctions were imposed on
the lead firm and its main
director. As such, their names
were posted on ADB’s public
sanctions list, and submitted
for cross debarment by
participating MDBs.
The majority shareholder of the
lead firm was not debarred,
on condition that he voluntarily
refrain from participating in any
ADB-financed, administered,
and supported activity as
an individual, or through any
firm in which he has, or in the
future may have, a principal
interest in, for as long as the
lead firm remains debarred. He
accepted the conditions.
The associate joint venture firm
and its then incumbent main
director received reprimands.
The current main director was
given a warning.

Misrepresentation
of claim
documentation

Both the project’s external auditors and OAI identified
red flags of fraudulent consultancy-related claims
during their review of project documentation. With the
external auditor’s collaboration, OAI’s investigation
established that the consultancy firm had systematically
misrepresented claims documentation by having
individuals sign claims that reimbursable expenses were
incurred—when they were not.

The lead firm received a 6-year
sanction. Two key officers
of the firm each received a
6-year sanction. An individual
consultant retained by the
firm to provide expert project
financial support received a
2-year sanction.

Continuing collaboration between different offices and
organizations, as illustrated in this case, is vital in the
conduct of ADB investigative work.
Misrepresentation
of debarred status

In 2007, ADB debarred a firm for 7 years. In 2009,
the firm, represented by its director, entered into an
ADB-financed contract.
The firm violated its sanction and engaged in
fraudulent practice by becoming a party to the
contract. The director, as an individual, committed
fraud when he omitted to declare the firm’s ineligibility
and misled the executing agency when he signed the
contract on behalf of the firm.

The firm and the director each
received a 7-year sanction.
As this was the second time
sanctions were imposed on the
firm, its name was posted on
ADB’s public sanctions list and
submitted for cross debarment
by participating MDBs.

continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations
Misrepresentation
of activities in
support of claim

Investigative Findings
A translator, engaged through a resident mission,
misrepresented his activities through a second claim
for translation services previously rendered and paid
for. The IOC considered that, while the translator
made misrepresentations by omitting to mention that
he had previously undertaken the work assigned,
mitigating circumstance was the lack of adequate
oversight over the translation work in general.

Case Resolution
The translator received a
reprimand.

OAI contributed to the rigor of formal agreements
between ADB and translators when it identified
the absence of integrity language in the existing
agreement templates, and circulated a modified
template that includes references to ADB’s
Anticorruption Policy and ADB’s expectations for
translators to uphold the highest ethical standards.
OAI encouraged resident missions to ensure that such
signed agreements are in place before the translators
start work.
Misrepresentation
of past
construction
experience, tax
returns, and bank
certificates

A firm misrepresented its past construction
experience and provided falsified tax returns, letters
of references, and bank certificates in proposals for
a large ADB-financed road construction contract,
and a smaller water and sewerage project. The firm’s
owner—also its director, president, secretary, and
treasurer—called for a full investigation into the matter.
However, neither the firm nor its owner responded
specifically to OAI’s findings.

The owner received an
indefinite sanction. The firm
received a 7-year sanction.

Misrepresentation
of bank
guarantees

The implementing agency uncovered a firm’s
submission of falsified bank guarantees when
conducting due diligence. When OAI requested
clarification, the firm admitted and the bank confirmed
that the bank guarantees were false.

The firm and the proprietor
each received a sanction for
3.5 years.

OAI acknowledged the implementing agency’s efforts
in conducting due diligence, which was crucial to the
identification of the fraud perpetrated.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations
Misrepresentation
of debarred status
and sanction
violation

Investigative Findings
A firm was alleged to have violated its sanction by
participating as an associate firm in an ADB-financed
activity. The firm was debarred in 2007 for 3 years
and again in 2008 for 10 years, while its proprietor
was debarred in 2007 for 3 years, and in 2008
indefinitely. Their names were already published on
ADB’s website.
OAI established that the firm and its proprietor and
managing director circumvented ADB’s sanction
by participating through a related firm. The related
firm and its proprietor and managing director
misrepresented its work experience through the
technical proposal submitted and in the company
profile on ADB’s Consultant Management System.
In imposing sanctions, the IOC considered
aggravating circumstances, including the significance
of the roles played by both firms and its proprietors in
the repeated attempts to circumvent ADB sanctions,
and engaging in fraudulent practices to do so.

Case Resolution
The IOC imposed the following
sanctions:

• Firm—debarment for

10 years, concurrent with
the remainder of its current
sanction; extension of the
publication of its name on
ADB’s sanctions website,
and submission of name for
cross debarment.

• Firm’s proprietor and

managing director—
submission of name for
cross debarment given
the existing and published
indefinite sanction.

• Related firm—debarment

for 10 years, posting of
sanction on ADB’s website,
and submission of name for
cross debarment.

• Related firm’s proprietor

and managing director—
indefinite debarment,
posting of sanction on
ADB’s website, and
submission of name for
cross debarment.

Misrepresentation
of bid bonds

In 2010, the project director of an implementing
agency informed ADB that two bidding firms were
found to have submitted falsified bid bonds to meet
tender requirements in a project.

Both firms received a 3-year
sanction.

OAI sought independent verifications from the
concerned banks, both of which confirmed that the
bid bonds were falsified. Firm A failed to respond
to OAI’s queries and findings. Firm B lied when it
responded to OAI.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Case Resolution

Misrepresentation
of end-user
certificates and
manufacturers’
warranties, and
obstructive
practices

During the review of bid proposals to provide gas
pipeline fittings, the executing agency identified
initial fraud indicators in the documents of one
bidding firm’s proposal. End-user certificates and
manufacturer warranties submitted, purporting to be
from three different firms, contained identical e-mail
addresses. The executing agency declared the firm
non-responsive on the grounds of suspected fraud
and referred the matter to the resident mission, which
relayed it to OAI.

The firm, its two principals, and
a related firm each received a
5-year sanction.

OAI conducted an extensive review of the bid
proposal. Although purportedly issued by legitimate
firms, the end-user certificates, manufacturers’
warranties, and manufacturers’ authorizations
contained fax numbers or e-mail addresses identical
to those used by the bidding firm to respond to OAI’s
inquiries. The bidding firm attempted to impede
OAI’s investigation by sending e-mail responses to
OAI’s inquiries purporting to be genuine responses
from the legitimate firms.
The IOC determined that the bidder engaged in
fraudulent practices by misrepresenting its previous
work experience and authority to provide products
on behalf of certain manufacturers. The IOC further
determined that the bidder engaged in obstructive
practice when it sent false e-mail responses to OAI
during its investigations.
Misrepresentation
of signatures
and costs

External auditors identified that a consultancy joint
venture group fraudulently misrepresented signatures
and/or initials of participants at a training event.
Further inquiries by OAI established that the actual
participants did not receive all allocations presented in
training-related documentation as expenses incurred.
The IOC imposed sanctions on the lead firm and its
main director accordingly.

The IOC debarred the lead firm
and its president director for
4.5 years, to run concurrently
with existing sanctions
imposed on it.
ADB had earlier cross debarred
and posted the lead firm’s
name on the ADB public
sanctions list in response to
a World Bank notice of cross
debarment. This sanction, the
second by ADB, extends the
existing publicized sanction.
As this is the second ADB
sanction on the main director,
his name was posted on
ADB’s public sanctions list
after expiry of the sanction
appeal period, and submitted
by participating MDBs for
cross debarment.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations
Misrepresentation
of travel, rental,
and training
expenses

Investigative Findings

Case Resolution

Red flags were identified in a review of claims
documentation pertaining to a consultancy contract.
OAI investigated these and additional red flags from
further review, and found that the consultancy firm,
as lead joint venture partner, (i) manufactured airline
travel documents to support related expenditure,
(ii) misrepresented signatures and/or initials on
receipts for training-related expenses as genuine,
(iii) manufactured documents to support claims
for rental equipment, and (iv) fraudulently claimed
consultancy fees for an identified expert.

The IOC debarred the lead
firm and its main director for
5 years, to run concurrently
with existing sanctions
imposed on it.

Misrepresentation
of work experience

A firm and its vice president misrepresented work
experience in its technical proposal by overstating
actual work done under a separate ADB project.
The misrepresentation was uncovered by due
diligence work conducted by ADB staff.

The firm accepted OAI’s
recommended 1-year sanction
with conditional reinstatement.
The vice president accepted the
3-year sanction recommended
by OAI. Both also agreed to not
contest OAI’s findings or appeal
the agreed sanctions.

Misrepresentation
of tender
documents

In October 2010, an ADB partner reported concerns
that a bidder had engaged in fraudulent practices in a
tender to procure valves for water supply networks.

The firm and its associated
firm each received a 6-year
sanction. The director received
an indefinite sanction.

The firm and its director fabricated and submitted
tender documents misrepresenting the existence
of a joint venture agreement with another firm.
The bidder further misrepresented that it met the
technical requirements of the tender, when in fact, it
used business documents belonging to the purported
joint venture partner without authorization. The firm’s
director was found to have been personally committed
and involved when he signed one of the fraudulent
documents, which also contained a forged signature.
Misrepresentation
of work certificates

In support of its bid for a $1.5 million flood protection
rehabilitation work, a construction firm submitted
several certificates purportedly issued by different
clients for civil works projects undertaken by the firm.
Despite being from different clients, the certifications
contained similarities in formatting, font, layout, and
grammatical mistakes. Upon verification, the clients
denied contracting the firm for these projects, with
three clients denying knowledge of the projects
themselves during the time frame indicated. OAI was
unable to contact the firm, its director, or the proposed
personnel in the bid documents at the presented
address, telephone, or e-mail account.

This is the second ADB
sanction on the lead firm and
its main director. As such,
their names were posted on
ADB’s public sanctions list
after expiry of the sanction
appeal period, and submitted
for cross debarment by
participating MDBs.

The firm received a 3-year
sanction. The director and
founder received a 5-year
sanction given his contribution
to the sophistication of the
misrepresentation. As OAI was
unable to establish contact
with the firm and its director
and founder, their names
were posted on ADB’s public
website, but not submitted for
cross debarment.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Misrepresentation
of performance
certificate

In 2009, OAI received an allegation that a bidder
(the principal and a local agent) submitted a false
performance certificate when bidding to supply valves
for water supply networks in a gas project. In addition,
the principal bidder lied when he stated that he did not
authorize the local agent to submit the bid on its behalf.

The principal firm and its vice
president each received a
5-year sanction. The local
agent and its proprietor
received a reprimand.

Misrepresentation
and collusion in
submission of bids

In support of their bids for a consultancy services
contract for an irrigation project, five firms submitted
bid proposals that were nearly identical to each other
in many respects. When OAI requested responses
and clarifications from the bidding firms and their
key officers to explain these similarities, OAI received
responses on behalf of three of the five firms. The
remaining two firms did not respond despite OAI’s
repeated attempts to contact them.

One firm and its director did
not dispute OAI’s findings and
accepted the recommended
3-year sanction.

Misrepresentation
of government
certification

In July 2011, OAI received an allegation that an
applicant for a consultancy assignment in a road
development project had submitted a certification from
a government agency containing incomplete telephone
and fax numbers and spelling errors. OAI verified the
document with the government agency and found that
it was fabricated.

The applicant did not dispute
OAI’s findings and accepted
the recommended 3-year
sanction.

Misrepresentation
of conflicted status

OAI received an allegation that member firms (Firms A
and B) of two different joint ventures participating
in the bid process for a construction contract were
conflicted with each other, given that the managing
director of Firm A was the proprietor of Firm B. Both
firms misrepresented this conflicted status in the bid
submission sheet. The managing director sold Firm B
to an independent third party after the bidding.

The IOC debarred Firm A
and its managing director
for 4 years, considering their
nonresponsiveness to OAI’s
inquiries as an aggravating
circumstance.

One ADB resident mission noted that the two most
responsive bidders in two different packages under
the same project submitted work certificates that
had incomplete or incorrect letterheads, and were
similar in content and format despite being issued
by different agencies. OAI’s investigations confirmed
that the bidders falsified the work certificates and
curriculum vitae of their proposed experts. The two
firms prepared their proposals in collusion with each
other to ensure that they shared in contracts awarded
under the project.

The IOC debarred the two firms
and its respective key officers
for 4 years. In imposing the
sanctions, the IOC considered
the firms’ and individuals’
nonresponsiveness to OAI’s
inquiries as an aggravating
circumstance.

Misrepresentation
and collusion in
preparation of bids

Case Resolution

Two firms that responded,
together with their four directors
and/or principal shareholders,
received 4-year sanctions.
Two firms that did not respond,
including its two directors,
received 5-year sanctions.

The IOC cautioned Firm B and
the other member firms of both
joint ventures to observe ADB’s
rules on conflict of interest.

ADB = Asian Development Bank, EBRD = European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IOC = Integrity Oversight
Committee, MDB = multilateral development bank, OAI = Office of Anticorruption and Integrity, TA = technical assistance.
Note: He/his/him is used for convenience and is not gender-specific.
Source: OAI-ADB.
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Appendix 2

Significant Cases Involving ADB Staff in 2011

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Case Resolution

Fraud
A staff misrepresented
his PHF.

The staff stated in his PHF that he had not been indicted
as a defendant in a criminal proceeding.

ADB dismissed
the staff.

Two months before the preparation and submission of
the staff’s PHF, a criminal case was filed against him in a
court of law.
The staff admitted that a criminal case had been filed
against him and explained that the incorrect declaration
in the PHF was due to inadvertence.
A staff misrepresented
his authority to conduct
commercial bank transfers,
and stole funds from
another’s bank account.

The staff forged documents to enable the transfer of funds
from another person’s account to other accounts. The staff
was the ultimate beneficiary of the stolen funds.

A staff misrepresented his
education assistance claim.

OAI received a complaint that a staff had, over a
prolonged period, included ineligible items in his
educational assistance claims.

ADB dismissed
the staff.

During the investigation, the staff admitted to
misrepresentation and theft.
OAI closed the case.

Initial documentary review suggested that the staff
engaged in fraudulent practice. However, given the
uniqueness of the school and its practices, and the staff’s
explanations, it was determined that the staff did not
intentionally or recklessly misrepresent the education
assistance claims.
Corruption: Kickbacks
A staff was involved in bid
rigging and bribery over a
number of years.

For several years, the staff colluded with bidders in
rigging procurement of IT equipment. The bidders
were found to be related—they had the same owner
or the stockholders were brothers; had the same office
addresses or neighboring offices, etc.

ADB dismissed
the staff.
ADB dismissed the
other staff.

The scheme involved the staff inviting related bidders
and creating phantom or complementary bidders to
ensure that his favored bidder won the bid.
In one instance, text and e-mail messages retrieved from
the staff’s computer showed that he received cash and
a cell phone from a supplier, in exchange for fixing a bid.
Another staff was found to have knowledge of this
misconduct and did not disclose it to ADB.
continued on next page
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Table continued

Allegations

Investigative Findings

Case Resolution

Others
Malicious e-mails were
sent by staff to the
ADB President.

In 2011, a malicious e-mail was sent to the ADB
President and copied to a number of senior staff.
Attached to this e-mail was a Word document.
Forensic analysis of the Word document revealed that it
was written by a staff and sent from his laptop.

ADB dismissed
both staff.
One staff had
appealed his case.

Further investigation showed that another staff was
involved in the writing and sending of the e-mails.
Evidence also linked the staff to malicious e-mails
sent to the President, members of the Board, senior
management, and a range of external parties in 2009.
Misconduct
A staff was conducting
moneylending business
inside ADB premises.

The staff acted as a guarantor for friends who borrowed
money from other parties. He did not lend out of his own
money. He got preferential interest rates for acting as
guarantor to other ADB staff.

OAI reported the
findings to BPMSD.

A staff used another
staff’s (XYZ) work without
authority and proper
attribution.

Language from staff XYZ’s concept paper, which was
circulated at the director general level, was inserted into
documents presented by the staff.

OAI closed the case.

ADB issued an
advisory reminding
staff of the antitrading provision
of AO 2.02
(Section 4.6).

The staff’s assistant and a temporary staff confirmed that
the staff requested copies of XYZ’s files.
OAI noted that the work product alleged to have
been copied by the staff was not confidential, was
the property of ADB, and was not used externally
to the detriment of ADB or in violation of ADB’s
Communications Policy.

ADB = Asian Development Bank; AO = Administrative Order; BPMSD = Budget, Personnel, and Management Systems
Department; OAI = Office of Anticorruption and Integrity; PHF = Personal History Form.
Note: He/his/him is used for convenience and not gender-specific.
Source: OAI-ADB.
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Appendix 3

Process for Dealing with Allegations
of Misconduct by ADB Staff

AO = Administrative Order; BPHR = Human Resources Division; BPMSD = Budget, Personnel, and Management
Systems Department; OAI = Office of Anticorruption and Integrity.
Notes: The flowchart is not intended to, and does not replace, modify, supersede, or amend ADB’s Integrity Principles
and Guidelines (2010).
Misconduct by staff members that OAI may investigate include violation of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy (including
fraudulent practices, corrupt practices, or conflicts of interest) or abuse (theft, waste, or improper use of ADB
assets, either committed intentionally or through reckless disregard).
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Appendix 4

Process for Dealing with Allegations of
Integrity Violations Involving Bidders,
Consultants, Contractors, Suppliers, or
Other Third Parties in ADB-Related Activities

EA = executing agency, IOC = Integrity Oversight Committee, OAI = Office of Anticorruption and Integrity, RD = regional
department, RM = resident mission, SAC = Sanction Appeals Committee.
Notes: The flowchart is not intended to, and does not replace, modify, supersede, or amend ADB’s Integrity Principles
and Guidelines (2010).
Integrity violations that OAI may investigate include corrupt practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice,
collusive practice, abuse, conflict of interest, and obstructive practice.
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Appendix 5

Project Procurement–Related Review Process

EA = executing agency, DMC = developing member country, IA = implementing agency, SAI = supreme audit institution.
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Appendix 6

How to Report Fraud or Corruption

C

ontact the Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) to report concerns or evidence
that fraud or corruption may have occurred or is occurring in any ADB-financed
activity. Information concerning the identity of a complainant is strictly controlled and
will not be released to either other ADB staff or to anyone outside ADB without the consent
of the complainant.
When reporting concerns, please provide as much information and detail as possible,
including who, what, when, where, why, and how.
For further guidance, see www.adb.org/Integrity/whatto.asp
• Tel
+63 2 632 5004 (note that this is not a toll-free number, and normal local
or long-distance telephone charges will apply)
• E-mail
integrity@adb.org or anticorruption@adb.org
• Fax
+63 2 636 2152 (note that this is not a toll-free number, and normal local
or long-distance telephone charges will apply)
• Online form
www.adb.org/Integrity/complaint.asp
• Postal address Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI)
Asian Development Bank
6 ADB Avenue
Mandaluyong City
1550 Metro Manila
Philippines
• In person
OAI is located at ADB Headquarters, 6 ADB Avenue, Mandaluyong City,
Philippines.
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Report to the President: Office of Anticorruption and Integrity
Annual Report 2011
The report describes the activities of the Asian Development Bank’s Office of Anticorruption
and Integrity in 2011, particularly its awareness-raising activities, its work on case investigations,
project procurement–related reviews, and due diligence. It includes a summary of significant
cases completed in 2011.

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF ANTICORRUPTION AND INTEGRITY

About the Asian Development Bank
ADB’s vision is an Asia and Pacific region free of poverty. Its mission is to help its developing
member countries reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of their people. Despite
the region’s many successes, it remains home to two-thirds of the world’s poor: 1.8 billion
people who live on less than $2 a day, with 903 million struggling on less than $1.25 a day.
ADB is committed to reducing poverty through inclusive economic growth, environmentally
sustainable growth, and regional integration.
Based in Manila, ADB is owned by 67 members, including 48 from the region. Its main
instruments for helping its developing member countries are policy dialogue, loans, equity
investments, guarantees, grants, and technical assistance.
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